
 
 

Curriculum Overview - Year 4 - Michaelmas Term 2020 

 

English Word level: spelling strategies, nouns, powerful verbs, adverbial 
phrases, adjectives and similes.  Grammar and punctuation.  
Dictionary / thesaurus skills.  Sentence level: evaluate own writing, 
revise / investigate.  Verb tenses.  Text level: fiction and poetry, 
creative writing, letters, newspaper articles, character profile.  Class 
reader: Victorian Street Child 

Maths Practice on place value and counting through zero. Being able to 
use <, >, and = symbols when comparing positive and negative 
numbers. Understanding how to round numbers to the nearest 
10,100 and 1000. Using their knowledge and skills of rounding to 
tackle estimation and approximation problems. Compare and 
classify geometric shapes, including quadrilaterals and triangles, 
based on their properties and sizes. Find 1000 more or less than a 
number, add and subtract numbers with upto 4 digits using the 
formal written methods. To be able to solve two step problems in 
context and being able to decide which operations and methods to 
use. Following Inspire Maths Curriculum 

Science Moving and Growing. The Human Body 
Circuits and conductors. 

Geography Rivers  -  name and locate famous rivers, uses of rivers, river 
features, flooding, water cycle 
Using maps 
Rivers research project 

History The Victorians :  
Chronology of events (timelines) 
Life for Victorian children (jobs, schooling, etc) 
Famous people  Famous Victorians – fact files and research 
Changes in working conditions for women and children. 

Music Time signatures (minim and quaver time) 
Composition of simple rhythmic phrases 
Tones and semitones 
Further solfa 
Two and three part music 

Religious Studies Hindu Worship 
Christmas Journeys 

Computing Coding: Espresso Coding Level 4:Introduction to variables 
Digital Literacy: Google classroom, presentations and forms 
Internet research skills 
E safety: Responsible searching, understanding copyright. 

PSHCE Pupil Council Elections, Discussions, Meeting 
HEALTH AND WELLBEING: Healthy Lifestyles, Media influence 
RELATIONSHIPS: Feelings and Emotions, Friendships, strategies 
for resolving disputes, discrimination, bullying. 
What is love? How do we show love? 



Different kinds of families and partnerships 

French School objects                       the time 
Weather                                 Christmas activities 
Numbers 32 - 60                    revision of alphabet      
Rooms in School 
Directions 

DT Design and build a model onager (Roman catapult), linked into what 
they will study in History at a later date. Each child will continue with 
their Design Technology portfolio. 

Art Mark – Making. 
Explore different drawing styles, use range of medium and papers. 
Drawing from imagination, memory & observation 
Still Life. 
Painting & Colour Theory. 
Primary, secondary, tertiary, contrasting, complimentary colours. 
Tints, tones & shades. 

Drama Working together as a team, listening and sharing ideas in a group, 
creating characters, storytelling, freeze frames, mime, creating 
dialogue, improvisation, choral speaking. 
Group devised scenes (Christmas theme) 

PE This term pupil will cover a combination of athletics and cricket lesson. 
This will include both track and field events for athletics and a 
combination of skill development in batting, bowling and fielding as 
well as match play in cricket. (please see the sport information pack 
on the school website for furthered information about sport in the 
Michaelmas term 2020, (Swimming currently under review) 

Boys Games Football: Maintaining a strong emphasis on individual ball skills to 
enhance confidence, principles of attacking play 
(shooting/crossing/making runs), defending 
(marking/tackling/intercepting), small sided-games, positional 
awareness and creating space. 

Girls Games Hockey: grip of the stick, moving with the ball, passing, scoring, 
possession, match play. 
Netball: consolidate shoulder and chest pass; introduce a variety of 
passes; small groups passing the ball to each other on the move; 
encouragement of spatial awareness; introduce defending 
techniques, 1 metre marking of the ball; marking the opponent; small 
sided games; rapid change of direction.   
 

 

*Please note that staff may decide to make minor changes to the list of topics taught 

throughout the term. 


